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DATE 4-17-2019
FROM: Susan Marie [CassAdy]-Neuhart, USA Citizen

SUBJECT: Request for Health CARE Policy Clarification
[PDF of message sent to Cosponsors – of Senate Bill S.1129 – hyperlinks included ]

Dear USA Senator
My name is Susan Cassady-Neuhart.
I am a graduate of UWGB, 1982 B.S. Environmental Science AND
Communications.
I am seeking a “clarification” on your policy - related to USA Health
Care.
THIS IS AN “OPEN-Letter. That is, I will post this FORM content
onto my “personal” web site. hans and cassady dot ORG.
Your "clarification" - should be prepared in writing- AND, emailed
to me:At the address shown in this Form’s header.
NOTE: The 25 citations listed and noted ( here IN ) were removed because, your FORM submission handler flagged the special
characters - contained in the URLs - as UN-acceptable. The web site
version of this communication DOES contain the indicated citations
- with hyperlinks. YOU may "google" - to find my personal web site.
The ON-line version - of this message - with URLs - will be
prominently displayed.
I am NOT seeking employment - of any kind. Nor, do I consider
myself a volunteer OR representative – of Your policies.
PLEASE BE ADVISED that USA Senator Kamala Harris has NOT
responded to my message - Emailed to her campaign offices - on 4-
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13-2019 - at this writing. 2 All, that I promise (herein) – is that I will
post your reply – to my “personal” web site. 1
I was Born in year 1956. I am retired - and financially
“comfortable”. My husband – younger than me – still works.
My web site hosts a page "ABOUT" me - if you want to learn more
detailed information. 4 Specifically, after my graduation -from
UWGB– I went on to be earnestly employed (and payed significant
taxes) all over the United States. I also owned a modestly successful
business and employed people. WE provided Health CARE for ALL
of our employees.
I am a registered Democrat. I vote – and, I attempt to persuade
others. BOTH REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS DO SPEAK
TO ME. I perform Yoga poses and stretches - at my local YMCA daily.
I support all of the 2016 Democratic Platform.
At this writing, former USA President Obama - is my CommanderIn-Chief !
As my resume of Education AND EXPERIENCE makes clear, I
have lived the “feminist” movement; which, many people ONLY
write about.
I was very favorably impressed that your colleague, Senator Kamala
Harris declared (on CNN) " ... let's get rid of all that" -"Let's Move
ON ..." - related to a "Health CARE" question. 10 I cheered (Out
Loud!) - for her position. So, did my husband - of 37+ years (Hans).
Thus, we were "crestfallen" when her Campaign representative
offered a subsequent "clarification" - of her position - which,
seemed to “backtrack”. 12
We are aware - of the Congressional "out-cry" which occurred over her CNN “town hall” declaration. 14
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You should be aware, that I have done considerable "research" - on
the issue of USA Health Care Policy.15
As well as living - the nightmare of losing our "single-family" home
- due to the subsequent medical "bills" from my “unplanned” SAHMCA stroke event 8; My "personal" web site documents some of the
reading and research - that, I have done. I designed my own "draft"
Health CARE Bill - after performing much research - related to
USA Health CARE issues and history.
I am seeking a "Champion" – to acknowledge and ultimately
“deliver” my "draft" Health CARE Bill into the halls and
committees of Congress - for a fair hearing and a VOTE - and,
begin the formal process of making my “draft” design USA law. My
web site "documents" the supporting arguments – for my Health
CARE LAW design. 16

I realize, that my “champion” must agree with my fundamental
sentiments. I am prepared to “work with” your professional staff.
In fact, your Congressional colleagues - have recently supplied me
with another argument: 17 They stated - that "Health CARE
Insurance” -related services represents about ONE TRILLION
dollars of our annual USA economy.
However, "Health CARE" - as I specifically propose (in my "draft"
Bill) – it (the design) should be done - would cost MUCH LESS.
“… Consider, IF (the) 209,000 currently licensed MDs - were each
paid an annual salary ( by the USA Federal Government) of
$150,000 USD - this would equal merely $ 31, 350,000,000 per year.
In English WORDS, (this is) Thirty one billion, three hundred and
fifty million US dollars ...” 18
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Thus, there would be $68+ BILLION (of the “ONE Trillion” your
colleagues cite) – immediately left to spend – on: hospitals, facilities,
more Medical Schools, etcetera. AND, MY proposed Health CARE
system, would cover every American citizen – from “their Cradle to
their Grave”.
In short: the "profit motive" - MUST be separated - from the
provision of "Health CARE services" - by licensed (USMLER)
Medical Professionals. AND, the sale of Medical Insurance - in any
form - must be made illegal.
Specifically, Mr. Sanders Bill – S. 1408(OR) S. 1129 - which YOU
Co-Sponsor (according to USA Government Records) - both,
containing SEC 107 - related to "non-duplication" - is NO GOOD!!
As I discuss on my “personal” web site, providing such a legal
language "loop-hole" - within enacted USA Health CARE Law - is
an invitation - for a "two-tier Health CARE system".
That is, THE non-duplication", legal clause "SEC 107", will give
rise to: "Health CARE" for "poor" people - AND, "Health CARE"
for "rich" people.
It is a perfect example of a "perverse incentive". Specifically,
Americans will "farm rats" - if the USA Government pays a
"bounty" for their tails.

Senator, I KNOW, that those "things" and events, which, I have
personally "experienced" (as both: a "rich-successful" American;
AND also, while “growing up” a member - of a financially
challenged "white family" – in urban America; will happen again if, we cannot learn from our history. That is, the “non-duplicated”
legalese in Mr. Sanders’ Bills S. 1408 AND S.1129, SEC 107 – will
lead to a “two-tier” Health CARE result. As you may know, "InnerCity" Public Schools - suffered (for many years) and still suffer -
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from the phenomenon of suburban schools and "white flight" 25. So
too, the "rich" AND the "poor" - will be segregated - related to
Health CARE facilities created by PUBLIC means and private
means - and, that which enacted federal law makes possible.
I know – WE ALL KNOW! 21 - that "separate" is never equal AND, to create the conditions - and, "incentivize" these conditions to come about - through "non-duplication" language (in a Federal
Health Bill) - Like Senator Bernie Sanders does - is just stupid. It is
also “suspicious”.
Moreover, Senator Bernie Sander’s "pussyfooting" - with the
"USA Health Insurance Industry" - is obvious. And, he needs to be
“called out” – for doing it.
Senator, I am well aware - of WHAT the AMA did to Mr. Truman's
“ Health Care Bill” - and Mr. Truman - in 1945. 22 Thus clearly, the
ideas - as presented in my draft Bill as presented on my web sitewill similarly dislocate - and frighten many people - in 2019 AND
2020. The vested interests will "fight" 24. However, I believe that
this is a "fight' - whose Time Has Come. I am looking for a
“champion”. If, YOU want to “lead the fight” - I will help You - as, I
am able to.
Respectfully, - Susan
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authority? https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/overstep
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CARE: http://www.hansandcassady.org/Universal-Health-CARE.html
I am seeking a "Champion" : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spartacus
Health CARE Insurance “Jobs”: https://scholars.org/brief/truth-abouthealth-reform-jobs-and-economy
Annual Cost Savings: http://www.hansandcassady.org/UniversalHealth-CARE.html
Bernie’s NEW Bill (4-10-2019) : http://hansandcassady.org/BernieS-NEWBill-WITH-PageBreaks-Inserted-PDF.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-com_bubble
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Truman – AMA – Health
CARE: https://www.trumanlibrary.org/anniversaries/healthprogram.htm
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: https://www.forbes.com/sites/peterubel/2014/01/15/how-trumansmedicare-efforts-were-foiled-by-red-baiting/
Vested Interests
: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/vested-interest
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